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And they’re off...a postcardperfect start to the 100th
Newport–Bermuda race

Living to

100

A RECORD FLEET CELEBRATES A CENTURY OF RACING TO BERMUDA
BY KIMBALL LIVINGSTON
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I had one conversation over and over at the end
of the Centennial Newport Bermuda Race. To my
opener, “How was your sail?,” the response
would go something like:
“Really slow…not much wind…light-air year.”
“But wasn’t it a beautiful race?”
And then: “Oh my god, yes. Gorgeous.”
So the hundredth anniversary goes into the books
as not a typical year (whatever that is) and certainly
not a record-setting year except for entries—263—
but with plenty to like as long as you were not (1) expecting to bust the course record, or (2) still out there
drifting while your friends were already dockside, hitting the Dark and Stormies.

PHOTO BY AMORY ROSS

Sailboat racing is often likened to chess, but the race
that left Narragansett Bay on June 16 was more like
bingo. By day two, many different game boards were in
play, and some boards proved luckier than others.
It was not a good year for the weather gurus. The remnants of Alberto, the first named storm of the year, drizzled on Newport, Rhode Island, the day before the
start, then left behind a brilliant seabreeze day for the
start and not-so-pretty prospects ahead. The path to the
Onion Patch—Bermuda still grows a mean onion, but its
fame for that pungent bulb has faded—lay directly
through the zephyrs and welters of a high-pressure
system. To end-around we’d have to go by way of either
Glasgow or Omaha, so we were going through. But high
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pressure and associated light winds threatened a slow crossing of the great tactical
feature of the race, the Gulf Stream. If we
ran out of wind in that fast-flowing current, we’d be off on a sideways tour of the
North Atlantic.
So there we were, studying Commander’s Weather and deciding what bet to make.
I was one of five aboard Joe Harris’s Open
50, Gryphon Solo, and Joe’s call made sense
to me. We would go east of rhumb to
minimize our exposure to counter current
and perhaps ride a southbound noogie as
we cleared the Stream. There was a forecast for easterly winds, and that would position us well against the fleet. As our
Kiwi boat manager, Hugh Piggin, allowed,
“I could argue for going west instead—there’s
a cold eddy that’s good for a major current
boost—but if we make that bet and lose,
we’re toast.”
So there we were again, two days later,
in the company of much-larger boats but
with nobody going much of anywhere
and Joe saying, “It’s reassuring to look
around and see that some of the best

Gryphon Solo

Bella Mente

BERMUDA

Gulf Stream currents (approximate)
and the tracks of first-to-finish Bella
Mente (red) and Gryphon Solo (yellow)

minds in the game made the same unfortunate choice that I made.” I watched, for
example, Samuel Byrnes’s 76-foot Langan
sloop, Captivity (with the designer aboard,
along with sailmaker Robbie Doyle and
Richard Bouzaid, who had opted out of finishing the Volvo Ocean Race on Ericsson)
inching across our bow, not necessarily cranking VMG toward the finish line.

The bingo boards played wind against
current. In the predictions, current looked
better to the west (it was) and wind looked
better to the east (it wasn’t). As that reality weighed in, there was a point at which
Joe asked, “If the GRIB doesn’t know about
the wind we’re sailing in right here, right
now, how does it know what’s going to be
happening tomorrow, farther south?” The

PHOTOS BY MARIANNE GROSZKO (LEFT); MARK LLOYD (RIGHT); MAP ILLUSTRATION BY PIP HURN

Joe Harris steers
Gryphon Solo toward a
Gulf Stream crossing
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weather gurus’ software was not modeling
the micro levels of high-pressure variables
that mattered, so at about that point the strategy aboard Gryphon Solo turned to going
for the shortest distance. Also at that point,
the winds (such as they were) began to blow
straight out of Bermuda, complicating that
strategy considerably.
Comparing our track on the east to the
track of first-finisher Bella Mente on the
west, I can’t help noticing that Hap (“We
stuck with our game plan”) Fouth and crew
aboard Fouth’s Judel Vrolijk 66 sailed
almost a straight line to St. David’s Light
(they turned one corner) from 200 miles
out. Bingo. Meanwhile we were piling
on miles on the wrong game board, doing
that zigzag thing that nonsailors find
so mysterious.
That’s the race in a nutshell. The Kiwi
98-foot super-maxi, Maximus, figured to
be first to finish, but it was one of the big
guys sitting with us on the morning of day
three, so forget that. Since Joe Harris
bought Gryphon Solo (the ex-Tommy Hilfiger, Around Alone winner under Brad
Van Liew), he has placed second in class
in the solo Transat and first in the doublehanded Transat Jacque Vabre. The boat
goes. It’s all-carbon with a canting keel, twin
daggerboards, and twin rudders. If the
true-wind gauge shows 8 knots, the speedo
should be reading 7+. Group Finot did not
design her for upwind sailing in light
air—my watchmate, Brian Harris, described her shape as “a wedge of key lime
pie”—but we had tools to work with and
toys to play with. I still get a grin out of
remembering how the diver who scrubbed
the bottom, prerace, came up yelling,
“Your weed cutters are sharp as razors!”

the all-women crew aboard Synergy, a vintage Frers 49 that would go on to win the
Cruiser Division, said it for a lot of people: “After the pressure cooker of getting
ready for the race, it’s pure bliss to be out
here.”
Doan might have added, to be there in
the wake of the legends. A Centennial
Bermuda isn’t just any race, and for me it
was also a glimpse into the Open 50
lifestyle: One-burner camp stove cooking

and just one bunk on each side of the
boat. If you’re sailing solo or double, which
is the purpose of the boat, that’s the right
number, and my hat’s off to Joe; he’s hunting for a sponsor for next year’s solo Global
Ocean Challenge. On this trip, in his role
as benevolent skipper, he often sacked out
in the sail locker rather than compete with
the off-watch for bunk space (nothing was
said, but we noticed, Joe). I appreciated the
skills of crewmates Jamie Haines and Brian
Mighty Maximus
attracts a press
helicopter

PROBABLY NONE OF US will ever
again sail a 635-mile race in smooth water all the way, with phosphorescent brilliance around us each night until moonrise,
and then a dance of moonlight. I’m serious that it was a beautiful race. Then
again, Gryphon Solo parked only once,
briefly. With the fleet spread 150 miles left
to right, some people had a harder time of
it than we did. But Val Doan, navigating
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Harris, but I was especially impressed to
learn that our frozen, precooked dinners
had been prepared by Hugh, Mr. Meets or
Exceeds Expectations. We were out one night
longer than expected, and one feast short,
but in this environment a meal of freezedrieds goes down like beluga at the Ritz.
But eating out of doggie bowls? Well, doggie bowls don’t tip over, right?
I have no idea how many people spent
their off-helm time sitting to leeward,
Dame of Sark at
hour zero of 139
on the course

nose-to an overlapping headsail, adding
leverage to the low side. I’ve covered a few
miles that way, so on this trip I found it
very cool to hear Jamie say, “Let’s keep the
sails full. Could you give me 10 degrees
of negative keel?” And Brian pushed a
button—a battery bank powers the canting mechanism—and like a gift from the
gods, it happened. Sort of the way someone first flicked a Bic and said, “Look, fire.”
This was my first passage on a boat with

canting ballast, and I came away thinking
that adding complexity is regrettable but
the effect is great.
Harris would have preferred to race
doublehanded, but that division of 19 entries was reserved for conventional boats.
When the Open 60 Pindar Artemis collided with a rock before the start, our
“Demonstration Division” was reduced to
two, Gryphon Solo and Maximus. Given a
slow race and similar tracks, the natural order prevailed, and we corrected out ahead
of a boat nearly twice our size. On that morning when we woke amongst the Maxis, I
had seen the competition a few city blocks
away, and it occurred to me they might not
be relishing the moment.

YOU GOTTA LOVE a pairing like Doublehanded winners Raymond Renaud
and Kristen Wenzel. He likes days, and
she likes nights. Renaud’s 1974 C&C 352, Aggressive, is rerigged so that all sail handling except spinnaker setting/dousing
happens in the cockpit. The bulletproof
roller-furling 131 percent genoa “can be
rolled down to a handkerchief and it still
works,” Renaud says.” I long ago gave up
76
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PHOTOS BY CRAIG DAVIS (LEFT); MARK LLOYD (ABOVE)

Blue Yankee, Bella Mente,
and Titan 12 (left to right),
upwind on a silken sea

the idea of changing sails. You lose too much
in the squalls.”
Renaud and Wenzel separately made up
prerace plans, then found that they were
within a few miles of each other all the way,
taking the westerly route. Renaud is into
simplicity. “We’re not equipped to download GRIBs,” he says. “I go online before
the race and look at a backlog of DEOS satellite images of the Gulf Stream (http://
rads.tudelft.nl/gulfstream). Treat them like
a flip book and they show you the trend;
that’s all you need.”
I recalled how in running our routing
software multiple times, Joe had seen radically different output. Gibbs Hill Lighthouse
division winner (under ORR handicapping) Richard Shulman “listened to the
experts saying it would be best to go east,
but the data they presented suggested that
the westerly option was best.”
Shulman had been chasing an overall
win for a long time, so he was a popular
winner. His IMX 45, Temptress, finished
5:06:04 ahead of Timothy McAdams’s
Beneteau First 44.7, Four Stars, and corrected
out by 1:58:11 under ORR. But results
were also calculated under IRC, where po-

sitions switched. The Beneteau won by
56:09. That’s a trophy apiece, and what that
tells me is that Shulman probably thinks
well of ORR, McAdams of IRC.
First-finisher Bella Mente, arriving 43 minutes ahead of Alchemy (11 feet longer),
spent 96+ hours on the course, 43 percent
more than 2004 first-finisher Carrera but
nowhere near a record for the slows. So,
imagine. From its beginnings in New York
Harbor to one start from Marblehead,
Massachusetts, to six starts from New London, Connecticut, to the move to Newport
in 1936, to now, nearly 4,500 boats have
participated in a century’s worth of this American classic. In 2006, their friends were so
enamored of online iBoat Tracking that
they overwhelmed it, crashed the servers,
and taught everyone a lesson about infostarved sailing fans as they sought to keep
track of boats on the course.
Of those boats, the Hinckley 41 yawl
Spartina was the longest out: 144 hours on
the eastern route, nearly a day longer than
Thomas Fleming Day’s winning passage in
Tamerlane in 1906. Owner Paul Pomerantz
had hoped for “a four-sail reach” under
mizzen staysail, but instead spent two

days with no wind, then beat into “a nasty
chop” to the finish.
Stephen Donovan, sailing his third
Bermuda Race in the 45-year-old Concordia yawl Dame of Sark, had also gone east.
That route was, Donovan said, “awfully seductive.” But compared to second overall
in the Cruiser Division in 2004, this time
Dame of Sark finished deep, only 5 hours
ahead of Spartina, after 160 hard, slow, upwind final miles. The brightwork hull
made exquisite eye candy pulling into the
harbor at Hamilton, but Donovan recalled,
“We’d been six people in tight quarters, in
primitive conditions, and you didn’t want
to get within a hundred yards of that boat
if your nose was working.”
“But wasn’t it a beautiful race?”
(Pause)
“Early on, we had some of the best sailing we’ve ever seen.”
And that was it for the first hundred
years of racing to Bermuda. Thank you,
Thomas Fleming Day. Thank you, Malabar
schooners. Thank you, Dorade. Thank
you, Baruna and Bolero. Thank you, Carleton Mitchell and Finisterre. Thank you,
race committee. It’s a wrap. F
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